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Top 10 meilleurs films rock

From the UK to Los Angeles, from music documentaries to fictional alma mater Ramon, here are our favourite punk rock films Like their Elvis/Beatles/Stones ancestors, the punk scene and subculture have been the subject of several films. From concert films to rock documentaries, here are the 15 best punk rock movies
of all time. 1-2-3-4 ! 15. My Degeneration (1990) The film by underground art director/terrorist John Moritsugu takes place in lo-fi punk world and features a trio of women. One of them falls in love with the pig's head. Bands such as Vomit Launch and Bongwater are heard in the soundtrack, and the film's non-throes
engulfed us with sounds and slogans (Nirvana's Nevermind dominance was only a year old). A lot of movies have been made about punk rock. This punk rock movie: dirty, furious, justified, handmade, exhilarating. DF 14. Punk Singer (2013) Is punk a young man's game? This documentary portrait of Kathleen Hannah of
Bikini Kill will prove you wrong. Hannah's recent bands, Le Tigre and Julie Ruin, took a more cerebral and dance approach when she married (Adam Horowitz of the Beastie Boys) and instantly found herself sidelined by illness. Still, she's an entertainer battling Lyme disease and sexism. The result is a whole new source
of inspiration. ITS 13. Rough Boy (1980) All Ray Grange wants is to leave his depressive concert of the day and become a roadman for Clash. Fortunately, he sees that his dream has come true. This film directed by Jack Hazan and David Mingay presents a typical punk revolving around Joe Strumer and his band. It also
contains documentary excerpts about the shifts and downs of the quartet (we strongly recommend Westway to the World and Joe Strummer: The Future Is Unwritten). It's a film that truly captures the only group that mattered during their ascent to the top, offering secondary context to their leftist philosophies and their



incendiary performance. DF 12. The Punk Rock Movie (1978) DJ at the legendary punk club The Roxy, Don Letts had a great place to see the burgeoning music scene. My white friends were acting guitars,' he said in a recent article in Sight and Sound. That was the energy I wanted. The film is a collection of excerpts
shot by future Big Auto contestant Dynamite thanks to the Super 8 video camera: from the first performances of Clash, the Sex Pistols and Generation X to the slit that idiots do on the street. If you look at it today, it's the satellite transmission of punk Ground Zero, a preview of several bands that just wanted to make
noise and others that were going to change the world. DF 11. (1982) · From miserable east-rural apartments to abandoned neighborhoods beneath Twelfth Avenue, Susan Sydelman's drama tells the story of a self-in love and a manipulative girl from New Jersey (Susan Berman). It is also a documentary about the city in
which the punk scene was born. Richard Peckle (Television, Voids) plays his role, a hungry rock star who occasionally naps before sex. People tend to idealize this era and think it's the Golden Age of Punk. This film brings us back to our filthy Earth. EGP 10. Jubilee (1978) This film was named the first punk film, but
Derek Jarman's 1978 work resembles a Shakespearean guerrilla that takes place in the pit of a concert hall. While the Sex Pistols mocked Queen Elizabeth II in Jarman's film, she travels back in time to find herself in a gang ruled by England's dystopia. Adam Ant, Slits, Siouxsie and Banshees and Jane County, an
American transsexual icon, make appearances in the film. Jarman's view that even the most vocal nihilists would sell their ideals (if encouraged enough, of course), gives a glimpse into the future. Its 9. A Different State of Mind (1984) In 1982, Sean Stern, lead singer of the Youth Brigade, bought a bus and went out on
the road with the band Social Distortion. The utopian concept falls apart when they arrive in Washington, and social distortion screws up. Fortunately, a young man named Minor Menace hides them at home. This extraordinary tour magazine is packed with incredible sequences (Mike Ness working on the chords of the
title song; Ian McKay, who serves ice Haagen Dhase; etc.). It's also an invaluable time capsule that tells the story of the existence of an American punk rock band: internal quarrels full of testosterone, hard life, the addiction of kindness, refrigerators and sofas of strangers and occasionally give concerts that change your
life. DF 8. Sid and Nancy (1986) It's hard to watch Gary Oldman play Sex Pistols bassist Sid Wee viciously less than a decade after the punk icon's death. Classic bayopik about the relationship between punk celebrity couple Sid and Nancy almost instantly rose to cult status thanks to its critical reception and portrayal of
drug lovers. Chloe Webb plays Nancy Spungen, an eternal punk bandit, while Oldman sings like Sid, playing songs like I Want to Be Your Dog and My Way. What makes this film classic, however, is the talent of the protagonists, which really makes us believe that they are addicted to heroin, moving from an intense love
of hatred and addiction. EGP 7. Ladies and Fabulous Spots (1982) Some revolutions began with some catchy songs. Why shouldn't third-degree singer Burns run a mass uprising? Lou Adler's film is about a small punk band playing several chords filled with real musicians like the Sex Pistols, The Clash and The Tubes.
However, it was Diane Lane's portrayal as a Stains singer that made this film a punk classic. Everyone from underground cinema legend Sarah Jacobson to Courtney Love has pledged allegiance to Burns. His quote They have such close-ups for this world and we are not part of it could be a punk mantra, in 1982, as in
1999 or 2016. DF 6. The Blank Generation (1976) New York, 1976: Bands such as Television, Talking Heads, Blondie, Ramones and Patti Smith took up residence in the CBGB club, turning it into a music lab. Amos Poe and Ivan Krel's black and white film is essentially an amateur film in which we follow bands on their
releases and sometimes on stage to play without sound sync, making it even more punk. (Note: Don't confuse this film with Blank Generation, released in 1980 and directed by Andy Warhol, in which we can hear a short rendition of richard Hell's title track and Voidods.) DF 5. Death as a Bonus (1984) When punk turns
into science fiction. This film is perhaps the culmination of a bizarre in the career of Emilio Esteveza. His anti-hero, Otto, is a young man from Los Angeles for whom dancing with his squatter friends is no longer enough. He has teamed up with Bad (played by Harry Dean Stanton) to steal cars and finds himself at the
centre of a government conspiracy involving foreigners. Director Alex Cox makes the soundtrack eccentric, as does the rest of the film, featuring the Black Flag, suicidal tendencies and fear. Perhaps the best is Greg Hutson and Chuck Biscuit's cameo from Circle Jerks, who perform musicians playing their own song
When the Shit Hits the Fan. Keith Morris even makes a ghost. EGP 4. Rock and Roll High School (1979) The End of the Century, a 2003 documentary, does a good job of representing inches and exits from Ramones' careers. To see the band brilliantly simplistic at best, however, you should see this film directed by
Roger Cormann in which Joey, Johnny, Dee Dee and Markey help P.J. Soles and Vince Lombardi's Student Body High rebell against the authorities. These even include the lyrics Teenage Lobotomy in the form of karaoke, so that young people can sing a chorus with them! Joey serenades our heroine with I Want You
Around always makes us fail and the explosive (no, really) version of the title song remains Perfect. DF 3. Loubards (1983) Valley Girl's Antithesis, director Penelope Sphaeris's film about a new division of generations and pits aging California hippies against their frustrated children. Rejected, as the fugitive gang calls in
the film, builds the kind of loving and encouraging family they've never had. Most of the adults in the neighborhood see vandalism as a testament to their devotion. No, it doesn't end well. Real punks play the role of children, including Fleas, the future bassist of the Red Hot Chili Peppers. The film stars bands such as D.I.,
TSOL and vandals who play a great version of Pat Brown. EGP 2. Obscenity and Rage (2000) There are several films that represent the Sex Pistols in all their anarchic glory, from D.O.A. director Lech Kowalski in 1978 to The Great Scam of Rock and Roll (1980). None of them, however, put pistols in their own context or
explain why this group is still talking about decades later. That's what makes this film directed by Julien Temple. God Save the Queen, an interview with Bill Grundy that created the band's notarized fame, the self-destructing cult of Sid, the doomed American tour... everything is accompanied by interviews with members
of the group. Don't pay attention to other documentaries, this one is by far the best. DF 1. The Decline of Western Civilization (1981) Black Flag, X, Microbes, Fear, a Circle of Jerks ... Penelope Speris's film is a virtual list of people who helped turn the region into a hard rock/punk mecca. This film is worth exploring music
critics and historians. It contains too many good scenes to mention: Fear teasing viewers (then engaged in a huge bare-handed fight), Darby Crash, who ties in with tarantula and who jokes about injuries, etc. what makes this documentary invaluable, however, is how the film takes you to a moment of maximum
combustion when explosive artists and violent audiences feed each other. People talk about how dangerous, destructive, tainted and often harmful American punk was at the beginning of the Reagan years. Watch this movie and you'll understand why. Credit DF @JimmyKing David Bowie is silent forever. Fortunately, it
leaves behind one of the most impressive music catalogs in the history of the year. Bowie has such great success that his other songs tend to remain in the shadows. A brief overview of the 20 hidden treasures in its catalog. 20 - London Bye Ta Ta This Kinks-inspired track was originally supposed to follow Space Oddity,
but Bowie lobbied to release the Most Beautiful Star instead, which would be a monumental failure. This imagine that London Bye Ta Ta becomes a hit of some kind, but the song is singularly better and deserved to be released on a particular album. Listen to the deluxe version of this 1969 title. 19 - Holy Holy Bowie first
recorded the Holy Holy With future members of Spiders From Mars, shortly after sessions for The Man Who Sold the World. The track completely failed as a single, but Bowie still believed in the song and changed it a year later during Ziggy Stardust's sessions. The second version greatly improves the orginal, becomes
much faster, and the guitar parts (mick Ronson) improve dramatically. Several songs in Bowie's catalog are directly inspired by T.Rex. This song and lyrics show a clear fascination with Aleyster Crowley. 18 - Moonage Daydream (Arnold Cornes version) If you've ever wondered why the story of the rise and fall of Ziggy
Stardust and the Spiders from Mars makes virtually no sense, it's because most of the songs were written long before Bowie thought about the holistic plot. Moonage Daydream was originally recorded in February 1971 for the Bowie Project, which won't last long for Arnold Cornes. The version was slower, with a much
less impressive Mick Ronson solo, but the soul of the song remains the same and interesting to listen to this track again today. 17 - Junky Dory's second face is a tribute to one of Bowie's greatest influences. He honors Lou Reed on Queen Bitch, Bob Dylan on Song for Bob Dylan and Andy Warhol, of course, dedicated
to the pop artist. Much to David Bowie's chagrow, Warhol hated the song so much that it literally left the play where Bowie performed the title for him in 1971. He rattled with genes, Bowie said in 1997. I think he accepted that I was taking it in song. Bowie ended up playing Warhol in the film Basques, but by then Warhol
was long dead. 16 - Stay Station to Station is an album that requires three or four auditions before its genius is indeed revealed, which may explain why early fans care so much, while many fans barely realize the album exists. All the songs are great, but the most successful track is Stay, a six-minute number that is
undoubtedly the results of illegal substances and a little sleep. Earl Sick offered a lot of guitar details for Bowie. This is one of the best. The song returned to Bowie's live repertoire in 1999, resonating better than ever. 15 - Always crashing in one car midway through Lowe's sessions in 1976, Bowie took his 1950s
Mercedes to an underground garage in Belrin. I walked in a circle in the hotel garage,' he writes. No need to say this, he was an accident and could easily have killed himself. He turned the incident into an extended metaphor in Always Crashing in the Same Car, sparking his reckless career behavior by jumping from one
project to another at breakout speed. It was one of Lowe's great tracks and it sounded beautiful when Bowie finally played it live in the late 1990s. 14 - Heathen (Rays) Track hiten's self-titled track - an incredibly dark song that completes a particularly black album. It's about knowing your own death, says Bowie. He is a
man who faces the realization that life is an end-to-end thing, and that he can already feel it, life itself, get out of it, make it decline, the weakness of age. Bowie was a healthy 55-year-old when the song came out, but in a few years he will fight for life after a severe heart attack. 13 - The breadth of the Circle The man
who sold the world tears everything apart with this stealthy title about Bowie's spiritual research, including his brief adherence to Buddhism in 1967. Bowie was still considered a miracle song from Space Oddity when the album was released, and it attracted little interest, but Bowie supported the song and stretched it
regularly until it reached 16 minutes on the Ziggy Stardust tour. This allowed Bowie to change his costume, while Mick Ronson performed his longest guitar solo of the evening. 12 - Something in the air Everyone who regularly went to the movies at the beginning of the millennium probably recognizes Something in the
Air. Hours Name... was also used in American Psycho or Memento, probably the two most cult films of this period. It's a haunting song that would have got bona fide ccueil on the radio if Bowie had chosen as one of five hour singles... Still, the title sounds every time everyone passes american psycho or Memento. 11 -
She's Got Medals Bowie was unlucky enough to release his first eponymous LP in 1967, the same day as the Sgt. Pepper Lonely Hearts Club Band. His album probably wouldn't have had much impact anyway, but the fact that he was competing with the most acclaimed album of the decade didn't really help. It is an
extremely whimsical and British record that will sound dated to many current listeners. The most interesting song is She's Got Medals, a bizarre tale of a woman disguising herself as a man to join the army, and who will finally escape when the first bombs begin to fall. This won't be his last song about genre mixes. 10 -
Fantastic flight David Bowie's bad title in the 1970s is a nonexicious thing. He's been in great shape all decade. However, the lowest of these large records Guests (1979). He worked like a maniac for so many years, it's easy to see that he's a little tired. The opening song Fantastic Voyage is co-written with Brian Eno and
aimed at various Cold War actors. It's the album's best track, and marks a collaboration with King Crimson's Adrian Belev on The Mandolin. Loyalty is valuable, Bowie sings, but so is our lives. Bowie released the song in 2003, when a new war broke out between the United States and Iraq. 9 - Looking for life on Mars
never really faces the issue of alien life. Bowie waited until 1997 to talk about the issue in Seeking Companions, which was written at a time when the press was swarming with articles about the possibility of life on the red planet. Where did we come from? Bowie sings on one of Earthling's great tracks. There is
something in the sky/ Shining in the light/ Turn and very far away. 8 - Teenage wildlife In the early 1980s Bowie began to fear that the time of his heyday was minutes away. Wave's new artists, such as Gary Numan, got huge fan bases, and some considered Bowie a dinosaur. He hit back at the imitators on Teenage
Wildlife's arguably best scary monster (and Super Creeps) songs. He wasn't really trying to hide his feelings in the lyrics. You're a neglected mogul,' he wrote. One of the boys of the new wave / Old things in a brand new transwing. He eventually describes himself as a lonely group and rejects a new generation. E. 7 - As
a rocket man Bowie began writing songs about space in 1969 with Space Weirdness. His return album in 2013 contained Born in a UFO, The Stars (Are Out Tonight) and Dancing Out in Space, but he downgraded Like a Rocket Man to bonus tracks. This choice is special given that this title clearly surpasses other songs
that are in the LP. Like many of his songs about space, the title clearly evokes drugs. In the song, we meet Wendy Cocaine and a troubled character who never paid him a gram. At the end he spins at full speed like a hot man. From what we know, this name is preceded by Cosmic Weirdness. We never found out how
Major Tom won his hook. 6 - The criminal world Let's Dance is Bowie's latest album, concluding the best 14 years in rock history. The album begins with the trio Modern Love, China Girl and Let's Dance, meaning that most fans who bought the album through the MTV chart didn't need to scroll through the album more
than once or twice. However, they missed the Criminal World perfect 1980s title with stevie Rhe vogan's superb guitar work. It is the only LP name that was written not by Bowie but mostly by the forgotten subway group of the 1970s. 5 - Thursday Baby In October 1999, David Bowie released so many disappointing
albums as a result that few noticed when he released Hours..., a particularly surprising return to the genre. Attempts to make a difference have disappeared and he's just focusing on collecting 10 good songs. Best title - first, Thursday's baby. The title comes from a book that Eartha Kitt published in 1956. The album
never reached the 47th 5th 5th category in the U.S. Billboard charts. It is at britney Spears, Korn and Backstreet Boys level. Bowie appears to be fossil fossils. However, in the years that followed, he collaborated again with Tony Visconti on two albums that could not be ignored. 4 - Slip Away At the beginning of the
millennium, Bowie decided to make an album that mixed new songs with overwrites of his old songs. His songs to Sapce Oddity never had much audience, and he always thought they weren't produced properly. He called the album Toy and finished it, though initially postponed for Heathen. One of the few tracks to make
Toy's transition to Heathen was Uncle Floyd, which he renamed Slip Away. A piece got you in the guts. This evokes a time flight built around references from a 1970s children's show, Uncle Floyd. 3 - New killer star David Bowie has worked hard for so many years in a row that when reality was released in September
2003, most people took it for granted. It was his second record in just over a year, and few paid attention. Reality is a killer album that begins with this bombshell title that evokes the New York Post on 9/11. Bowie lived next to Ground Zero and the tragedy touched him deeply. Look at the big white scar,' he wrote. On
battery Park / Spark Beam / But I'm not going to look at that scar. 2 - Bring me a disco King Bring Me a disco king has one of the longest periods of pregnancy in bowie's catalog. He began working on this exciting track during 1993 sessions on Black Tie White Noise, but was unable to interest him. He tried another four
years later atrd poru Earthling, but again, it didn't work. The song didn't come out during Reality sessions in 2003, when it slowed down the whole rhythm. She completes the album and stretches for about eight minutes. This is Bowie's last unrelaused song, which anyone has heard for another decade, and the lyrics hit
me in the dark, let me disappear to make it sound like a farewell. 1 Hallo Spaceboys (The Pet Shop Boys Remix) Many sides, the 1990s were years of death for David Bowie. After decades of creative tendencies, he suddenly seems behind his time, as the people he inspired become the first on air. It also seems that the
more he tries, the more he fails, especially when he meets with former producers Nile Rodgers and Brian Eno. A very noticeable exception and Hallo Spaceboy from the outside (1995). The original song has a very Nine Inch Nails rhythm, and the song gets even better when the Pet Shop Boys picked it up. They made it
catchy, and even dotted it with a bit of Cosmic Weirdness. Few people have paid attention to this song, and the title doesn't work very well, but there's a reason it's one of the few songs since the 1990s that it kept in its live lineup after 2000. More on David Bowie: David Bowie, as seen by bassist Tim Lefebvre Rolling
Stone tribute to the best covers of David Bowie's David Bowie: the death of Blackstar icon Chronicle People mourn the death of Bowie magazine Rolling Stone © Commons For fifty years, Fleetwood Mac is the best soap opera in rock, from their debut on the English blues rock scene in the 1960s to the day, through their
1970s transformation, which made them superstars of California rock, and their 1980s successes. Over the years, the group has experienced romantic outbreaks and historical drug use. There were parties around the house, McVie told Rolling Stone in 1977, recalling the creation of their classic LP called Rumours.
Incredible. Scary. A large number of illicit substances. Gone are the days and nights, relentlessly. Fleetwood Mac lives only through his songs. First they conveyed blues visions of the tragic genius of Peter Green. Then, in the early 1970s, they became fascinating works, even if we didn't pay attention to them often, with
Jeremy Spencer, Danny Kirwan and Bob Welch. They reached their peak when Christine McVey, mad drummer Mick Fleetwood and bassist John McVey joined forces with a team of Southern California composers Lindsey Buckingham and Stevie Nicks. Our list of the band's top 5 songs draws from all these eras. What
unites them is an almost soft-soft alchemy forged by personal dramas and soulful seals that they have so far managed to turn into the most beloved rock 'n' roll of all time. 5. The Chain Rumours, 1977 B-side Rumours begins with a collaboration that remains the only song in the band's history on which five Fleetwood Mac
members as composers. Although it was built from a handful of disparate musical fragments, at its center is Christine McVie's composition Keep Me There (also known as Butter Cookie), a keyboard-stretched track that remained incomplete during the album's first recording sessions in February 1976. We decided he
needed a transition, so we recorded the one we added to the rest of the song,' Buckingham told Rolling Stone in 1977. They agreed on a formidable 10-note bass pass played by John McVey on Fleetwood's growing drums. We had no words, we left it to pieces for a while, says Buckingham. This song was almost
removed from the album. We listened to it again and we thought we liked the transition, but not the rest of the song. So I wrote the lyrics for this transition that weren't originally part of the song. 4. Don't Stop Rumors, 1977 Don't Stop was Christine McVey's optimistic and carefree advice to John McVey at the end of their
marriage. It was also a glimpse of his own happiness. (She was dating Curry Grant at the time, which created extra tension in fleetwood Mac's burgeoning work environment.) Don't stop Chris telling John: I love you, but I'm not in love with you,' Fleetwood later said. As Christina says, Don't stop was just a feeling. It would
be a very good song for an insurance company, but I'm certainly not a pessimist. I'm the one who writes love songs. The song climbed to third on the Billboard chart and took on even wider resonance in 1992, when then-presidential candidate Bill Clinton used it as a campaign song. Fleetwood Mac members barely
spoke at the time, but they still got together to play Don't Stop at Clinton's inaugural ball. When Christine joined her bandmates at a concert in Dublin in 2013, 17 years after leaving the band, this is the first song they have performed. 3. Golden Dust Woman Rumors, 1977 Climax Rumors - a guitar ballad that resembles a
horror movie. Nix sings on guitar notes about dark sexual obsession and drug rush, as if it were just one addiction: Will she make you cry?/Make you break?/Smash your illusions of love? According to sound engineer Chris Morris, it took 20 or 30 takes for the song to be recorded properly, Nicks recording late-night text
wrapped in a shawl while standing on a chair with someone softly darkening the lights of a recording studio. She still performs The Golden Dust Woman at concert interpretively. It's partly a representation of me as some addicts I know, but it's also me that a girl who is lost on the street is terrified and has no idea how to
find her way back, she told Rolling Stone. When Christine saw her, she said: Whoa, we always knew that the Golden Woman of Dust was talking about a time when we were dealing drugs, but it really describes how scary it was for all of us and what we were willing to do. We've been dancing on the brink for years. 2.
Fleetwood Mac's Rhiannon, 1975 Shortly before she joined Fleetwood Mac with Buckingham, the Knicks acquired a novel called Triad at the airport. It told the story of a Welsh woman who thought she was being owned by another woman named Rhiannon. I wrote this song to present what is an old Welsh wam. She
talks about a very soft woman, for whom it is very difficult to submit in any way. Imagining a Welsh country song, the Knicks began with tough piano chords around which Buckingham built a guitar piece. I tend to want to add rhythm, make it more of a rock song, he recalls. Nicks later learned that Rhiannon was a
character in Welsh mythology, but she created her own myth of Fleetwood Mac's first hit, which hit the top 10 American songs: a Californian shawl sorceress that left viewers stunned by her intense performances. She looks like a fairy, a princess who lives fairy-tale idyla in a magical realm,' Courtney Love once said. 1.
Go Your Own Way Rumours, 1977 In 1976, at the beginning of the recording process of what would become Rumours, fleetwood Mac's iconic album, the band took a break on tour and rented a house in Florida to work on new songs. The two relationships at the heart of the group deteriorated, it was probably not the
best time for a family holiday: Apart from the basic and obvious tension, I remember there was a bad atmosphere in the house, as if she had been harassed, which didn't help things, - Mick Fleetwood wrote in his autobiography. At this house, Lindsey Buckingham has compiled a new song that expressed her dark anger
created by her breakup with Stevie Nicks. Go Your Own Way is a song full of anger full of torment,' he said. With heavy drum and aggressive guitar notes, it's also a song that distances itself from Fleetwood Mac's light rock. I came up with the idea when I listened to The Rolling Stones' Street Fighting Man, Buckingham
said of the song's rhythm. Mick couldn't understand and he made it Something. Released as rumours' first single, Go Your Own Way became a top-10 hit. I really resent what he told the world that all I wanted to do was be with other men,' Nicks told Rolling Stone in 1997. He knew it wasn't. He said it in anger. Every time
I heard those words on stage, I wanted to kill him. Christopher R., Weingarten, David Brown, John Dolan, Corinne Cummings, Keith Harris and Rob Sheffield/Translation and adapted by Melanie Geffroy In early 1967, a young Angie Kucherenko, a fellow law firm, returns home to the Haight-Ashbury area of San Francisco
to find her boyfriend's roommate sleeping on the couch playing guitar. The 21-year-old left university in Berkeley is Jann Wenner. He has a great idea that he is on fire to share. He sat down, put the guitar down and said, I want to start a rock 'n' roll magazine, Kucherenko recalls. I said, Rock 'n' roll? Isn't that a passing
fad? Not for Wenner. For him, The Beatles, The Rolling Stones and local bands like the Grateful Dead are key players in the cultural scene who deserve an environment that takes them seriously. There was no such thing as a rock journalist, says Wenner. On Billboard, you could get an idea of the music business, but
those interested in rock 'n' roll didn't read it regularly. A well-known local journalist shares Wenner's passion: Ralph J . The 48-year-old pipe smoker has been writing about jazz for years, but he has begun dedicateing space to artists such as Dylan and the Dead. In October 1965, at a concert hosted by local promoters
Family Dog at Fisherman's Wharf in San Francisco, Wenner approached Gleason. He said, I know who you are,' Wenner said. He read what I wrote for the Daily Cal. (Editor's Note: Berkeley Student Newspaper). The current passed between us and I started visiting him regularly at his house. His whole family adopted
me. Despite the thirty years separating them, Gleason and Wenner became very close. Unlike other jazz critics, he had a great sense of humor, Wenner recalls. He was a great joint smoker. He loved Lenny Bruce and politics. He had an open mind, and so did his ear. He revered rock poets but always put things in
perspective, a word that gave his name to his column: Perspectives. If I said, Jerry Garcia is the best guitarist in the world!, he'd say, Ok, Jen, but have you heard of West Montgomery? In early 1967, San Fancysco established itself as the epicenter of counterculture. Tens of thousands of people during a person's stay on
January 14 in Golden Gate Park to pick up acids and dance to the music of the Grateful Dead, Jefferson Airplane and Big Brother and Holding Company. The groups invaded the area, Kucherenko says. Yiann was very enthusiastic. None of us understood exactly what was going on, but we felt incredible energy. Wenner
then began imagining a magazine in which he could chronicle a growing rock scene, a project in which he started Gleason. The duo considered several titles, such as The Electric Typewriter or The New Times, before stopping by Rolling Stone. The idea came from a text written by Gleason for The American Scholar,
which he called Like A Rolling Stone in reference to Dylan's song. Its theme: the meaning of the year and the wisdom of youth. Despite its good name, intellectual concept and partner with a full address book, Wenner doesn't have a dollar to run his journal. When he asked me to become a magazine photographer, I said,
That sounds nice, baron Volman recalls. He said: First, will you have $10,000 to invest? Wolman didn't have them. But he offered to work in exchange for shares in the company and the rights to his photographs, an arrangement that will ensure he pays off in the years and decades to come. Wenner then set up a small
group of investors, including the parents of his future wife Jane Shindelheim, his own parents, Gleason, and Joan Roos, a college guy (who happened to become the young actor's first cousin, Robert de Niro). And raise $7, 500. He and his team move to the attic at 746 Brannan Street, a place they can take up for free if
they use the services of a printer that owns the premises. It's time to devote work on the first question. In September 1967, Wenner climbed the wooden staircase of a printing press leading to the attic with a very small team consisting mostly of volunteers including Kucherenko, Shindelheim, artistic director John Williams
and Michael Lidon, a Newsweek and Esquire alumnus. It was dusty, and there was almost nothing there,' Lydon says. I felt like I was going to clean up starting from scratch. It wasn't a bunch of kids throwing duck. It was Yiann Wenner who surrounded herself with people who would allow her to fulfill her dream. I
remember one of the first times I opened a place with Jan, Kucherenko says. The floor was floor to air and sunlight entered through arched windows. Everyone helped me move around in the furniture. We found old sofas and everyone brought what they could. It looked like any startup would launch today, but without
venture capitalists. Wenner has a large for his young magazine. One of the first articles commissioned by Lydon (and which will eventually make the front page of the newspaper), is about money that disappeared from the Monterey Pop Festival. Yiann didn't want fanzine, says Lydon. He wanted investigative journalism.
Many articles, including some about David Crosby's release from the Byrds and the arrest of the dead for drug use and possession, have not been signed. We didn't put our names on everything, Lydon says, because it would show that very few people worked in the magazine. At the time, the stalls were flooded with
alternative newspapers, most of which were not held seriously and disappeared after several releases. Yiann has always said that what we do has nothing to do with what they do,' says Volman. Ours is absolutely professional. I want it to be absolute integrity. We are serious and we take ourselves seriously. For his first
article in the Rolling Stone Perspectives section, Gleason goes up in flames of TV channels that don't give more airtime to soul singers like Wilson Pickett, Otis Redding and Jackie Wilson. They are black,' he wrote. And in America, in the areas of power that control these things, color is a handicap. John Landau, a 20-
year-old author from Boston, will write a long column comparing Jimi Hendrix's Are You Experienced to his debut album Cream Fresh Cream. (Despite Jimi's musical genius and the band's formidable precision, poor song quality and lyric ineptitility are recurring obstacles.) At the center is a two-story interview with
Donovan in which he discusses folk musician Bert Jansch, the hippie movement and George Harrison's recent tenure at Haight-Ashbury. Even though it was a bit amateur, says Wenner, the basics of the magazine were there. Nearly fifty years later, everyone who participated in the first issue remembers the
inexhaustible energy of the editor-in-chief. He barely walked around the room, Kucherenko says. He was so uplifting he could talk on the phone, talk to someone in the room and get someone else. It was amazing to see. He jumped from one office to another, he jumped over chairs to talk to someone before slipping
away from something else like pinball. To pick a cover photo, Wenner examines a whole bunch of press photos until he comes across John Lennon posing in the shape of a World War II soldier for Richard Lester's film How I Won the War. We were two days away from closing and we didn't know what to put in one, the
boss explains. That was the best we had. But this is a decisive choice, covers music, film and politics. It was horrible. But it was the beginning of our history with John, which lasted a lifetime. On page 2, Wenner publishes an editorial explaining the highlight of the Rolling Stone d'être: You're probably wondering what
we're trying to do. It's hard to explain: something Wednesday between a magazine and a newspaper. Specialized press is no longer relevant at all, and fan magazines are anachronism. Rolling Stone talks not only about music, but also about things and attitudes that music embraces. We have worked this issue and hope
you enjoy it. It would be hard to try to describe it further without telling, and say how to accumulate moss. In October 1967, the first number finally closed, the team descended the stairs to witness the launch of its printing on the ground floor of the press. The car started pressing, says Lydon, and with each click came
Rolling Stone, freshly pressed. We uncorked a bottle of champagne and toasted. However, as he watches his dream finally take shape, Wenner can't help but feel a little overwhelmed: I remember thinking: Damn, we can never do better than that. And now, how do we continue? Andy Green © Michael Ochs
Archives/Getty Images Johnny Cash is perhaps the country's most quoted musical influence by young artists, but he has also been influenced by other artists. He always studied music, constantly listening to songs that touched him, whether it was country songs or not. Cash even recorded his own versions of songs
ranging from Stones' No Expectations to Nine Inch Nails' Hurt. Here are the 11 best covers of Man in Black. One (U2) Cash added his signature to the U2 ballad when he recorded the song for his 2000 album American III: Solitary Man. A rudimentary acoustic arrangement on which Cash sings lyrics, forcing vitriol that
Bono was never able to express. The lyrics of the song I disappointed you, or leave bad taste in my mouth? resonates with sincere indignation. Johnny 99 (Bruce Springsteen) Cash not only recorded Bruce Springsteen's voice on an album in Nebraska, it gave the title of that song to a full album released in 1983, just a
year after Springsteen himself released the song. In Kesha's hands, the song becomes more of a rockabilly sedan anthem, but the story of a man taken prisoner is no less tragic. Ballad No Expectations (The Rolling Stones) Ballad Stones ironically rolled with the country in a recorded version of Cash, which accelerated it
and added a touch of bluegrass. Released 10 years after the original version of Mick and Keith featured on Beggars Banquet, Cash made this song the center of his 1978 album Gone Girl. Redemption song (Bob Marley) Marley calls Jah with this acoustic prayer, but Cash called Joe Stummer's clash. Together, the two
icons recorded this unlikeliest duet of Kesha's career (and that no one had heard before the release of the unearthed box set in 2003). I't Back Down (Tom Petty) Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers worked with Cash on their 1996 album Unchained, but a version of that song featured on Petty Moon Fever's full album
appears not on that album but on American III: Solitary Man, released in 2000. Petty appears here to negotiate with Cash, who after battling the disease is riddled with a song of bravery. Rusty Cage (Soundgarden) Of all the covers in Kesha's catalog, this is the most a guessing. That is not to say that he is missed. The
cash interpretation of this Soundgarden song is brilliant. The mood swings are obvious. I'm on Fire (Bruce Springsteen) Cash recorded this single from born in the U.A. album for springsteen's trilby album, released in 2000, singing and growling throughout the ballad like a troubled troubadour, dreaming that his journey
would stop overnight. Springsteen's music clearly inspired Kesha, who used Highway Patrolman as the first song on his johnny 99 album. Have You Ever Seen the Rain (Creedence Clearwater Revival) This cover of CCR, full of 1980s keys and keys with metallic sound, and the album on which it appeared, Rainbow,
released in 1985, is a testament to Kesha's off-peak period. That doesn't mean it's not nice to listen, only for the echo effect moved by Kesha's voice. Redemption Day (Sheryl Crow) Cash and Sheryl Crow had a close relationship during the final years of Kesha's life, and Crowe often recalls a phone conversation in which
the entertainer told him he was recording a cover of the song. Released on American VI's posthumous album: Ain't No Grave, Redemption Day, recorded months before he died, is the sound of a man taking its inevitable end. The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down (Band) In 1975, The Man in Black released John R.
Kesha, featuring one of robbie Robertson and The Band's most evocational compositions. Cash's version has a faster, almost playful rhythm, with touches from Dixieland Jazz. It's a strange but representative experience of what Cash can do with words. The most famous cover of Hurt (Nine Inch Nails) Cash, known to
MTV for its haunting music video, Hurt became synonymous with the last days of the Country Music Hall of Famer. In the video, Cash is weak, his eyes have sunk Everything shakes. These same shivers are felt in his voice. It's the sound of resignation. (c) Rights reserved What makes Eric Clapton stay, more than fifty
years after his arrival from Yardbirds, one of the public's most beloved musicians? There have been, in history, guitarists more virtuoso than he is ... even if his game is recognizable among all. The best composers and best singers, too. That's right, what binds us to Eric Clapton is pretty mysterious, basically. It's probably
a connection to this unique, sometimes misguided, often upsetting, destiny child of blues who can express himself only through his music. And especially with all these songs that have accompanied our lives for five decades... Starting with Leila! Leila Derek and Domino Leila and other assorted love songs, 1970 As a
fool, I fell in love with you / You turned my world upside down. The one that makes such an impact on Eric Clapton is Patty Harrison, with whom he had a semi-clandestine affair before it was rejected. Layla is the centerpiece of a double album dedicated to him, Layla and other assorted Love Songs recorded with
Delaney's rhythm section - Bonnie - Bobby Whitlock on keyboards, Carl Radle on bass and Jim Gordon on drums - which he just debunked, with a desire to mingle, finally anonymously, into a band called Derek. In Florida, Clapton found Duane Ulman, guitarist and leader of the Allman Brothers Band, another top rookie.
He invites him to come and play the record he records at Criteria Studios in Miami, in chaotic conditions. We stayed in a cool little hotel in Miami Beach where you could buy hard drugs in a small shop next to the front desk, he says in Clapton Clapton's autobiography. At the time we were taking all kinds of drugs, smack
and coke, besides other crazy subtics such as PCP. Despite being quite stoned, the two men, in total osmosis, recorded parts of miraculous guitars that would cover the entire album. And especially this song, which was inspired in Clapton by a poem of Persian literature, telling about the impossible loves of Mainu and
Leila... Originally conceived as a ballad, Leila takes a decidedly rock turn with the arrival of Allman - who signs the legendary 7-note intro riff, both electric and exotic, played at octave interval by two guitarists. The song does not include, at this stage, its famous second instrumental on piano, composed by Jim Gordon. A
few days after recording the track, Clapton, arriving at the studio, found Gordon playing the subject on piano and persuaded him to include it in Leila in the form of the finale slid towards infinity on in tears. From this sound collage as a result of pure chance will be born the most emimetic work of Clapton's career. As things
shook, producer Tom Dowd recalls from the album, I realized it was the best record I've produced since Ray Charles's genius. Regarded today as monument to the year, Leila (And other assorted love songs) will nonetheless make a flop on its release. We didn't sell a copy in the first two years, Clapton said. Leila, which
became a staple of the setlist of his concerts, was reincarnated in acoustic mode in 1992 for MTV Unplugged. Clapton sings it with a lower tone and infuses it with an almost jazzy touch. Leila for 1000 and one life? Sophie Rosemont, Stella Aaron, Manuel Rabass, Alain Guvrion, Leon Desprez and Justien Gaisne Haysne
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